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Abstract—This research paper introduces a groundbreaking method for music classification, emphasizing thaats rather than the 

conventional raga-centric approach. A comprehensive range of audio features, including amplitude envelope, RMSE, STFT, spectral centroid, 

MFCC, spectral bandwidth, and zero-crossing rate, is meticulously used to capture thaats' distinct characteristics in Indian classical music. 

Importantly, the study predicts emotional responses linked with the identified thaats. The dataset encompasses a diverse collection of musical 

compositions, each representing unique thaats. Three classifier models - RNN-LSTM, SVM, and HMM - undergo thorough training and testing 

to evaluate their classification performance. Initial findings showcase promising accuracies, with the RNN-LSTM model achieving 85% and 

SVM performing at 78%. These results highlight the effectiveness of this innovative approach in accurately categorizing music based on thaats 

and predicting associated emotional responses, providing a fresh perspective on music analysis in Indian classical music. 

Keywords- music classification, MFCC, thaats, signal processing, HMM, SVM, RNN-LSTM. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Indian classical music has long been celebrated for its 

intricate melodies and profound emotional expressions, 

featuring a vast array of ragas that constitute the core of 

musical compositions [1]. Ragas are intricate melodic 

structures that form the basis of melody in Indian classical 

music. Each raga is characterized by a specific set of ascending 

and descending notes, as well as distinctive tonal patterns, 

which are traditionally associated with times of day, seasons, 

and emotions. Ragas serve as a framework for improvisation 

and musical expression, allowing musicians to create intricate 

and evocative melodies within the established guidelines of 

each raga. The task of classifying ragas is essential in music 

information retrieval, as it involves the automated identification 

and categorization of these distinctive ragas from audio signals. 

Diverse methodologies have been explored by researchers in 

this endeavor, ranging from conventional approaches like 

support vector machines (SVMs) and hidden Markov models 

(HMMs) to cutting-edge deep learning techniques that employ 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [2]. Various feature 

extraction methods, including the utilization of mel-frequency 

cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), chroma features, and spectral 

roll-off features, have been harnessed to capture the unique 

characteristics of ragas within the audio data [3]. By accurately 

identifying ragas, automatic music recommendation systems 

can be empowered, music education can be enhanced, and 

emotional analysis of musical compositions can be facilitated 

[4]. Such achievements in developing robust music 

classification models have the potential to revolutionize our 

interaction with and comprehension of Indian classical music, 

ushering in a new era of exploration and profound appreciation 

for this invaluable cultural treasure [5].  However, upon delving 

deeper into the realm of Indian classical music, it becomes 

apparent that the framework of ragas represents just one facet 

of its rich and intricate tapestry. In addition to ragas, another 

fundamental aspect deserving of attention is the concept of 

thaats. Thaats constitute a distinct classification system within 

Indian classical music, offering a unique perspective on the 

organization and comprehension of musical compositions. 
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Thaats are served as a complementary approach to ragas, with 

their advantages over raga classification being worthy of 

exploration. In contrast to ragas, thaats provide a broader 

classification of scales and melodic frameworks that encompass 

multiple ragas within each thaat. This broader perspective can 

be advantageous for both musicians and musicologists, as it 

allows for a more comprehensive understanding of the 

relationships between various ragas and their underlying 

structural similarities. 

Furthermore, thaats offer a simplified framework for 

learners and enthusiasts to navigate the intricate world of 

Indian classical music. While ragas can be highly specific and 

nuanced, thaats provide a broader context that aids in the initial 

comprehension of the musical landscape. This makes thaats an 

excellent starting point for those embarking on their journey 

into the depths of Indian classical music. The significance of 

thaat classification extends beyond its educational value. 

Similar to raga classification, it plays a pivotal role in 

preserving and promoting the rich legacy of Indian classical 

music. Through the accurate identification of thaats, automatic 

music recommendation systems can be empowered, music 

education can be enhanced, and emotional analysis of musical 

compositions can be facilitated. As the focus shifts from ragas 

to thaats, a journey of exploration and profound appreciation 

for this invaluable cultural treasure is undertaken. In this 

research paper, an exploration of the world of thaats in Indian 

classical music is initiated, encompassing the examination of 

their classification, attributes, and the potential inherent in them 

to enrich the understanding of this timeless musical tradition. 

Through this endeavor, illumination is aimed to be shed on the 

significance of thaats and their advantages over traditional raga 

classification methodologies, ultimately contributing to the 

continued evolution of research and practice in Indian classical 

music. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Researchers, Bidkar et al., put forth an approach for 

recognizing North Indian classical ragas in instrumental music 

[6]. Employing a two-step process involving feature selection 

and SVM classification, their study encompassed a dataset 

comprising 1200 audio files, each featuring six distinct ragas 

played on four diverse instruments: sitar, sarod, santoor, and 

flute. The features extracted encompassed spectral, temporal, 

and rhythmic attributes. In a parallel endeavor, Nawasalkar et 

al. introduced an EEG-based stress recognition system, 

utilizing Indian classical music as a medium [7]. With a 14-

channel EEG headset capturing brain signals, the authors 

extracted key features like power spectral density, entropy, and 

correlation coefficients. Their evaluation on 20 subjects, each 

exposed to different Indian classical music ragas, resulted in an 

accuracy of 88.9%. Moving on, Bargaje's work focused on 

developing an emotion recognition and classification system 

for audio, employing genetic algorithms [8]. The authors' study 

embraced a varied dataset of 100 audio files, including music, 

speech, and environmental sounds. By extracting spectral, 

temporal, and rhythmic features and training a genetic 

algorithm for emotion-based classification, the system achieved 

an accuracy of 83.2%. The authors of [9] provide a 

comprehensive overview of the use of deep learning for music 

signal processing The study explores datasets employed in 

music deep learning, such as the Million Song Dataset, McGill 

University Dataset of Music Signals, and Indian Classical 

Music Dataset. It delves into feature extraction, encompassing 

mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), chroma, and 

spectral attributes from music signals. Additionally, the survey 

discusses methodologies encompassing supervised, 

unsupervised, and reinforcement learning for training and 

evaluating music-oriented deep learning models.   

Meanwhile, Tejaswini Priyanka et al. presented an emotion-

based music recommendation system employing CNN [10]. 

Their approach involved detecting user emotions through a 

CNN trained on facial images with seven distinct emotions. 

Leveraging past listening history and user feedback, the system 

generated music recommendations tailored to detected 

emotions, culminating in an accuracy of 80%. The authors, 

however, omitted analyzing the system's efficiency when 

employing multiple classifiers, leaving room for further 

investigation. On another front, Chhetri et al. delved into 

Carnatic music identification of melakarta ragas [11]. 

Extracting MFCCs, chroma, and spectral features, the authors 

achieved 90% accuracy utilizing an SVM classifier on a dataset 

comprising 1000 audio files. While their system demonstrated 

competence, optimizing it through an extensive dataset and 

evaluation across diverse music types could be worthwhile. 

Suma and Koolagudi embarked on a raga classification journey 

for Carnatic music [12]. Employing spectral and temporal 

feature extraction, normalized for unbiased results, and 

subsequently employing SVM classification, their system 

achieved an accuracy of 91.5%. The paper [13] authored by H. 

Purwins et al., conducts an investigation into the integration of 

deep learning techniques within the realm of audio signal 

processing. The paper discusses various datasets, including the 

Million Song Dataset, utilized for training and evaluation, and 

emphasizes the significance of features such as mel-frequency 

cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and chroma features. 

Additionally, the survey sheds light on methodologies like 

supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning, 

showcasing their roles in tasks spanning from speech 

recognition to music generation.  

Additionally, Acharya et al. conducted a comprehensive 

comparison of various classification models for raga 

identification in Carnatic classical audio [14]. Evaluating SVM, 

RF, CNN, and XGBoost, their study crowned XGBoost with 

the highest accuracy of 97%. Notwithstanding this, the authors 
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acknowledged limited identification of the number of ragas and 

the exclusion of instrumental audio from their analysis, leaving 

scope for further refinement. Deng and Leung presented a 

music emotion retrieval system based on acoustic features [15]. 

Their study featured SVM for emotion classification and an 

innovative approach to expand user queries using acoustic 

features, enhancing emotion retrieval accuracy. Nonetheless, 

the authors acknowledged SVM's sensitivity to 

hyperparameters and data balance, opening avenues for further 

optimization. Shetty, Achary, and Hegde introduced raga 

identification in Carnatic music through the Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) technique [16]. Featuring feature extraction, 

HMM state modeling, transition modeling, and classification, 

their system demonstrated an accuracy of 90%. The paper 

authored by Shah et al. proposed raga recognition using deep 

learning [17]. The authors extracted features from the audio 

signal, preprocessed them, trained a convolutional neural 

network (CNN) for classification, and achieved an accuracy of 

72% on a relatively small dataset. The authors of [18] introduce 

a deep learning method to recognize melodic patterns in 

Hindustani classical music. Using a dataset of 1000 labeled 

recordings, the system employs pitch, loudness, and spectral 

flatness features, and utilizes a bidirectional LSTM neural 

network. The system achieves a commendable 90% accuracy 

on the test set, signifying its potential for automated music 

learning. The paper proposed by authors of [19] suggests a 

deep learning model for music melody extraction, achieving 

state-of-the-art accuracy of 92.3% on the MIREX Melody 

Extraction Dataset. The model extracts MFCCs, chroma 

features, tempo features, and beat features from the raw music 

signal, and uses a deep neural network classifier to predict the 

melody. In [20], the authors propose a method for automatic 

music transcription using Fourier transform for both 

monophonic and polyphonic audio files. The method extracts 

Fourier transform features from the audio signal and uses a 

simple rule-based classifier to predict the note values and 

pitches. The method achieves relatively small percentage errors 

for note value and pitch detection, but a relatively moderate 

percentage error for extra note detection in polyphonic files. 

The field of raga classification in Indian classical music has 

made notable strides, yet several challenges persist. One 

common concern revolves around the size of datasets, which, 

when small, can impact model generalizability and 

performance on unseen data. Moreover, class imbalances 

within datasets may introduce biases and hinder accurate 

classification. Additionally, certain studies have exclusively 

focused on specific musical genres within Indian classical 

music, overlooking the diverse range of ragas present in other 

musical forms. Evaluating models across a broader spectrum of 

genres could enhance their practicality and overall robustness. 

Furthermore, some studies have solely employed a single 

classifier, limiting the scope of analysis on different model 

performances. Another essential consideration often 

disregarded is the computational complexity and efficiency of 

proposed methods. Optimizations may be required to handle 

the vast amount of audio data efficiently, especially for real-

time or large-scale applications. Lastly, the absence of 

standardized datasets and evaluation protocols poses challenges 

in comparing results across studies. Establishing common 

benchmarks would foster advancements in raga classification 

research and promote collaborative efforts among researchers.  

Tackling these challenges promises to unlock more precise and 

effective raga classification methods, thereby contributing to 

the preservation and deeper appreciation of the rich heritage 

embodied in Indian classical music. In light of the enduring 

challenges in the classification of Indian classical music ragas, 

this research introduces a groundbreaking perspective that 

constitutes a fundamental departure from the traditional raga 

classification approach. Instead of adhering exclusively to raga-

based classification, the proposed approach centers on the 

classification of thaats. This novel perspective offers a 

transformative means of surmounting several of the constraints 

encountered in the conventional raga classification method. 

Thaats, as an organizational structure in Indian classical music, 

encompassing a collection of related ragas, provide a more 

comprehensive and adaptable framework for classification. 

This innovative approach not only holds the potential to resolve 

issues related to dataset size, class imbalances, and genre 

diversity but also permits a more all-encompassing 

examination of the music, emphasizing the inherent 

interconnections between ragas. Furthermore, the research 

places a strong emphasis on computational efficiency, ensuring 

that the shift from raga-centric to thaat-centric classification is 

not only conceptually well-founded but also practical for real-

time and large-scale applications. By pioneering this novel 

perspective and advocating for the adoption of thaats as the 

basis for classification, this research paper represents a 

groundbreaking contribution to the field. This approach will 

foster progress in raga classification research, enriching the 

preservation and fostering a deeper appreciation of the opulent 

heritage embodied in Indian classical music. 

III. METHODOLGY 

Temporal, spectral, and time-frequency attributes play a 

central role in the categorization of thaats, a core aspect of 

music analysis and comprehension. Temporal characteristics 

capture the evolving nature of musical events over time, 

including elements like note duration and intervals between 

onsets. These aspects are vital for distinguishing the unique 

rhythmic patterns and phrasing within each thaat. Conversely, 

spectral attributes elucidate the frequency composition of 

musical signals, facilitating the differentiation of various thaats 

based on tonal qualities such as pitch and timbre. Time-

frequency traits bridge the temporal and spectral dimensions, 
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enabling the exploration of how frequency components evolve 

temporally. These attributes are critical for capturing the subtle 

intricacies present in thaats, offering insights into 

ornamentation and melodic variations. After extracting these 

characteristics, they serve as the basis for training classification 

models. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) featuring Long 

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells are harnessed to capture 

sequential dependencies and discern intricate temporal patterns 

within thaats. Meanwhile, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are 

employed to represent the underlying probabilistic structures, 

aiding in the recognition of thaats. Through the application of 

these feature extraction techniques and advanced modeling 

methods, thaats can be accurately categorized, leading to a 

deeper understanding of their intricate musical structures, as 

illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 

Figure 1.  Flowchart representing a step by step procedural flow of the 

proposed system. 

The experimentation transpired within the confines of a 

Google Collaboratory computational environment. This 

environment featured 8 gigabytes of RAM and was equipped 

with an Intel(R) CPU operating at a clock speed of 2.20 

gigahertz. The training procedure encompassed both single and 

multi-channel input data, and it was executed on the Tensor 

Processing Unit (TPU) resources provided by Google 

Collaboratory. In this study, a constant Sample Rate of 22050 

Hz was considered. Subsequently, the dataset was divided into 

training and test subsets, maintaining an 80:20 ratio. 

A. Data Acquisition 

The dataset employed for the purpose of classifying music 

based on thaats encompasses audio samples from nine unique 

thaats. Each audio file in the dataset adheres to a uniform 30-

second duration, which is achieved by partitioning longer audio 

recordings into standardized segments. The dataset 

encompasses a range of thaats as shown in Table I, each with 

its respective quantity of audio files, including "Bilawal" (364 

audio files), "Kalyan" (378 audio files), "Asavari" (125 audio 

files), "Khamaj" (100 audio files), "Marwa" (496 audio files), 

"Purvi" (149 audio files), "Bhairav" (273 audio files), 

"Bhairavi" (335 audio files), and "Todi" (435 audio files). 

TABLE I.  DATASET CONTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT THE THAATS 

USED FOR PROPOSED MODEL  

Sr No. Name of the Thaat Number of Audio Files 

1. Bilawal 364 

2. Kalyan 378 

3. Asavari 125 

4. Khamaj 100 

5. Marwa 496 

6. Purvi 149 

7. Bhairav 273 

8. Bhairavi 335 

9. Todi 435 

 

This dataset has been meticulously organized to facilitate 

the classification of musical compositions based on their 

alignment with these nine specific thaats, while maintaining a 

consistent 30-second duration for each audio segment. 

B.  Feature Extraction 

Temporal and spectral attributes have a profound influence 

on thaat categorization by capturing the distinct elements of the 

music. Temporal features, such as the amplitude envelope, 

reveal how the signal's amplitude changes over time, providing 

insights into the evolving dynamics and articulation within a 

thaat. The zero-crossing rate measures how quickly the signal 

changes polarity, aiding in recognizing the rhythmic intricacies 

that define thaats, as different thaats often exhibit unique 

rhythmic patterns. Root mean square energy offers a measure 

of the overall signal energy, helping to differentiate thaats with 

varying levels of intensity or loudness. Spectral features, 

including spectral centroid and spectral bandwidth, contribute 

to thaat classification by highlighting tonal attributes and 

timbral distinctions, allowing for the differentiation of thaats 

with similar note sequences but differing tonal qualities. Band 

energy ratios offer insights into how energy is distributed 

across various frequency bands, aiding in identifying tonal 

centers and harmonically significant areas within the music. In 

combination, these temporal and spectral attributes act as 

distinctive markers, facilitating precise thaat classification by 

capturing the unique temporal and spectral characteristics. 

Visual representations of the impact of temporal and spectral 

coefficients on a sample audio file can be seen in Fig. 4 and 

Fig. 5, respectively.  

The variations in melodic patterns of different thaats can be 

better understood by examining and comparing the graphs 
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depicting the changes in their amplitude values with respect to 

time as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. By taking the intricate 

technical and graphical attributes into consideration, a 

comparative analysis of “todi” and “purvi” has been performed.  

The melodic structure of each thaat is meticulously expounded, 

encompassing the precise enumeration of swaras, their 

nomenclature, and their octave placements in accordance with 

the established conventions of Indian classical music. A 

meticulous examination of the arohana (ascending) and 

avarohana (descending) scales for both "todi" and "purvi" is 

presented, discerning divergences and convergences in their 

respective swara sequences and identifying any instances of 

vikrut (altered) swaras. Moreover, the investigation extends to 

the identification and discussion of noteworthy ragas 

encapsulating the defining melodic patterns within each thaat. 

This comparative exploration not only contributes to a 

comprehensive understanding of "todi" and "purvi" but also 

facilitates insights into their distinctive musical nuances, 

enabling a richer appreciation of their role within the Indian 

classical music tradition. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Graphical representation of time varying amplitudes values for todi 

thaat. 

 

Figure 3.  Graphical representation of time varying amplitudes values for 

purvi thaat. 

 

Figure 4.  Graphical representation of extraction of temporal features such as 

amplitude envelope and RMSE on sample audio file. 

 
Figure 5.  Graphical representation of extraction of spectral features such as 

spectral centroid and spectral bandwidth on sample audio file. 

   Time-frequency characteristics play a crucial role in thaat 

categorization by providing a dynamic representation of how 

frequencies change over time in music. These characteristics 

offer valuable insights into the intricate variations in melody, 

ornamentation, and rhythmic subtleties that are unique to each 

thaat. The boxplot shown in Fig. 6 represents the range of 

MFCC feature coefficient for 9 classes. The box plot indicates 

its contribution in discriminating the 9 classes which plays a 

major role in the classification. By capturing the evolving 

spectral content over time, they empower classification models 

to distinguish the nuanced attributes that define different 

thaats, significantly improving the accuracy and precision of 

the classification process. In Fig. 7, a visual representation of 

how time-frequency characteristics impact a sample audio file 

is shown.  

 

Figure 6.  Boxplot representing MFCC feature distribution across each thaat. 

Numbers on x-axis represent the class of Thaat. 

 
Figure 7.  Graphical representation of extraction of time-frequency features 

on a sample audio file. 
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Some of the significant time-frequency features are as 

follows: 

 

1) Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: In this study, 

the primary feature extraction technique is MFCC, a pivotal 

element in thaat recognition, a fundamental aspect of Indian 

classical music. MFCC coefficient extraction from audio files 

entails five critical phases, as illustrated in Fig. 8. These stages 

encompass Audio Preprocessing, Frame Segmentation, 

Spectrum Conversion, Frequency Domain Filtering, and 

Discrete Cosine Transform. The first step involves audio 

preprocessing, a critical process for enhancing sound quality. 

Pre-emphasis reduces higher-frequency components, 

significantly contributing to audio signal refinement. (1) 

demonstrates the execution of the preprocessing filter, a 

crucial component of the thaat recognition study. 

 𝐻 (𝑧) = 1 − 𝑏𝑧−1 () 

Where 𝑏  is the slope of the filter. The second phase 

concentrates on audio segmentation through Frame Blocking 

and Windowing. 

This technique proves highly effective in addressing the 

edge effect, a common concern in Fourier Transform. In this 

study, audio is partitioned into ten sections, each with a 

windowed length of 512. This step ensures manageable 

portions of audio data for subsequent analysis. Subsequently, 

the third stage revolves around obtaining the frequency 

spectrum. The frequency spectrum is obtained by applying the 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to each windowed frame. 

The spectrum resulting from DFT is often extensive. Equation 

(2) represents the transformation into Fourier space, denoted 

as X(k), a crucial aspect of the thaat recognition strategy. 

Following DFT processing, the frequency spectrum often 

exhibits an extensive range. 

 𝑋 (𝑘) =  ∑ 𝑥 (𝑛) 𝑒
−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘

𝑁  ; 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁 − 1𝑁−1
𝑛=0  () 

Where 𝑁  is the number of points, the value of FFT is 

assumed to be 2048 in this study. To linearize the frequency 

range and capture pertinent acoustic characteristics, Mel-filter 

banks are employed. A Mel-filter bank comprises an array of 

bandpass filters, operating based on the Mel scale as depicted 

in  (3). 

 𝑓𝑀𝑒𝑙  =  2595𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (1 + 
𝑓

700
) () 

Where 𝑓𝑀𝑒𝑙  denotes the perceived frequency, and 𝑓 

represents the physical frequency in Hz.  

 

Figure 8.  Flowchart representing different processes for extracting MFCC 

features from audio data. 

These filters are then applied to the spectrum. The triangular 

Mel Weighting filter is multiplied by the spectrum to derive 

the Mel Spectrum, represented as 𝑠(𝑚) as demonstrated in (4). 

 𝑠(𝑚) =  ∑ [ |𝑋 (𝑘)|2 𝐻𝑚(𝑘) ]𝑁−1
𝑘=0  ; 0 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀 − 1 () 

Where 𝐻𝑚  is weight to 𝑘𝑡ℎ  energy spectrum granting to 

𝑚𝑡ℎ output band, M is total triangular Mel weighting filters. 

The final phase entails visualizing the Mel Spectrum on a 

logarithmic scale as illustrated in (5). This process accentuates 

vital acoustic features essential for distinguishing thaats. 

Subsequently, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is 

executed to extract cepstral coefficients. Cepstral coefficients 

play a pivotal role in the thaat recognition model, enabling the 

accurate identification of diverse thaats within Indian classical 

music. 

 𝑐(𝑛) =  ∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑠(𝑚)) cos (
𝜋𝑛(𝑚 − 0.5)

𝑀
)𝑀−1

𝑚=0  () 

Where C is the number of MFCCs, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , C − 1, 

and 𝑐(𝑛)  are the cepstral coefficients. The value of C is 

assumed to be 13 in this study. MFCC coefficients play a 

critical role in identifying thaats in Indian classical music. 

thaats are characterized by distinct melodic and tonal patterns, 

attributes effectively captured by MFCCs. These coefficients 

condense intricate audio information into a succinct 

representation, suitable for machine learning algorithms. The 

utilization of MFCCs in the thaat recognition model allows for 

the identification of subtle variations in tonal patterns and the 

effective classification and differentiation of various thaats. 

This approach enriches our understanding and preservation of 

this culturally rich musical tradition, facilitating the automatic 

identification and categorization of thaats with exceptional 

precision. 

2) Scalogram: A Scalogram, generated through wavelet 

transformation, reveals the time-frequency characteristics of a 

signal. It assists in pinpointing coefficient estimations at 

specific time-frequency positions, offering a thorough 

portrayal of the signal. The Scalogram essentially corresponds 

to the modulus of the multiscale wavelet transformation, 

enhancing the understanding of the interplay between time and 

frequency. Due to their spectro-temporal attributes, 

Scalograms are highly sought-after by neural networks for 

their ability to map signals effectively while minimizing data 
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loss. Scalogram gives the insight into the frequency, energy in 

time which is shown as a function 𝐼𝑥 (𝑡, 𝛼) in (6). 

             𝐼𝑥(𝑡, 𝛼) = |𝑊𝑥 (𝑡, 𝛼)| = |𝑥 +  𝜑𝛼 (𝑡)|                    () 

Where 𝑊_𝑥  (𝑡, 𝛼)  is the wavelet transform, 𝑥  is energy, 

𝜑𝛼 (𝑡)  is dilated wavelet and 2∝  is frequency. Scalograms 

provide an intricate view of how the signal's frequency content 

evolves over time. This detailed representation is crucial for 

capturing the complex melodic and tonal patterns intrinsic to 

thaats, thus contributing to precise recognition. Moreover, 

scalograms facilitate the extraction of precise coefficient 

estimations at specific time-frequency coordinates. These 

coefficients contain vital information about the signal's 

attributes, aiding in the differentiation of various thaats. In 

summary, Scalograms play a pivotal role in thaat recognition 

by providing a detailed, high-resolution depiction of a signal's 

time-frequency attributes. 

 

3) Spectrogram: A Spectrogram serves as a visual 

representation that illustrates how a signal's strength varies 

across multiple frequencies throughout its duration within a 

waveform. In simpler terms, it also reflects the loudness of the 

signal. It essentially constitutes an intensity plot derived from 

the magnitude of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT). 

The STFT is obtained by consecutively performing Fast 

Fourier Transforms (FFTs) on segments of the data. The 

process of creating a Spectrogram involves eight primary 

steps: Pre-emphasis, Frame Blocking, Windowing, Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT), Power Spectrum Density (PSD), 

Mapping and Normalization, computation of the Short-time 

Spectrogram, and Linear Superposition. These steps are 

visually presented in Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9.  Flowchart representing different processes for extracting 

spectrogram features from audio 

Power Spectral Density𝑆𝑥(𝑓) of signal 𝑋(𝑡) is computed as 

the Fourier Transform of an autocorrelation function 𝑅𝑥(𝜏) as 

shown in (7). 

 𝑆𝑥(𝑓) = 𝐹 {𝑅𝑥(𝜏)} =  ∫ 𝑅𝑥(𝜏)𝑒−2𝑗𝜋𝑓𝜏  𝑑𝜏
∞

−∞
 () 

Where 𝑗 =  √(−1) . Spectrograms play a crucial role in 

thaat recognition by offering a visual depiction of how audio 

signals' frequency content changes over time. This visual 

representation allows for the examination of the unique 

melodic and tonal patterns specific to various thaats, facilitating 

their identification and categorization. Spectrograms also 

extract distinctive features that are valuable for automated 

recognition systems, making them well-suited for machine 

learning applications. They provide an objective and 

quantifiable means of analyzing thaats, reducing subjectivity, 

and serving as educational aids for musicians and learners, 

contributing to a deeper comprehension and preservation of the 

traditions of Indian classical music. 

C. Classifier Models 

1) Long Term Short Memory-Recurrent Neural 

Network: To The strategy applied in this classification model 

employs a Sequential Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

integrated with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells to 

categorize thaats in music, utilizing Mel-Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficients (MFCC) as the input feature. This method 

encompasses the creation of a step-by-step model that 

combines LSTM and dense layers. The initial LSTM layer, 

furnished with 256 units and 'relu' activation, is essential for 

capturing time-based relationships present in the MFCC data. 

Subsequently, multiple dense layers with 'relu' activation are 

introduced to diminish dimensionality and gain insights into 

abstract patterns. The ultimate dense layer adopts 'softmax' 

activation, tailored for effective multi-class classification, 

yielding a probability distribution across the 9 distinct thaats. 

Model adaptation is facilitated by the fine-tuning of 

parameters, including the number of LSTM layers, units in 

each LSTM layer, configurations of dense layers, and the 

choice of activation functions. The LSTM layer's retention of 

historical MFCC inputs is pivotal for grasping temporal 

intricacies in musical content, while the model's architectural 

adaptability accommodates the complexity inherent in the 

MFCC data. The application of activation functions and the 

concluding softmax layer assures the model's output of class 

probabilities, rendering it highly suitable for multi-class 

classification. This, in turn, facilitates the precise identification 

of diverse thaats in music through the lens of their MFCC 

representations. Fig. 10 illustrates the sequential steps in an 

RNN-LSTM process. 
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Figure 10.  Flowchart representing different steps involved in RNN-LSTM 

The model is compiled with an optimizer that utilizes the 

Adam optimization algorithm and a loss function, which 

calculates the difference between the predicted class 

probabilities and the true class labels. The goal is to minimize 

this difference during the training process as described in (8). 

The model is trained for 100 epochs with a batch size of 128. 

 𝐽(𝑤) = −
1

𝑁
∑ [𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑥𝑖) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖) 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 −  𝑥𝑖)]𝑁

𝑖=1  () 

Where J(w) is the loss value, w is the weight of the neural 

network, 𝑦𝑖  is true label, 𝑥𝑖 is the predicted label and N is the 

number of classes. 

2) Support Vector Machine: The Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) is a robust machine learning algorithm 

employed for classification tasks, known for its efficacy in 

high-dimensional feature spaces and its ability to handle both 

linear and non-linear separations. SVM operates by 

determining a hyperplane that maximizes the margin between 

different classes, with the margin defined as the perpendicular 

distance between the hyperplane and the nearest data points, 

known as support vectors. Equation (9) represents the 

objective function to minimize the norm (magnitude) of the 

weight vector (𝑤)  while subject to the constraint that data 

points are correctly classified. 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑤,𝑏
1

2
‖𝑤‖2 () 

The constraint, on the other hand, defines the conditions that 

the SVM solution must satisfy as shown in (10). 

 𝑦𝑖(𝑤. 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2,3 … . 𝑁 () 

Here, w is the weight vector, b is the bias, 𝑥𝑖  are data 

points, and 𝑦𝑖  is the class label (+1 or -1). The objective 

function seeks to minimize the norm of the weight vector 

while ensuring that the data points are correctly classified, 

satisfying the inequality constraint. SVM strives to achieve the 

maximum margin by selecting the hyperplane that optimally 

separates the data points of different classes. This margin 

maximization results in robust decision boundaries, rendering 

SVM a valuable tool for the accurate classification of music 

based on thaats, effectively capturing the unique melodic 

characteristics intrinsic to Indian classical music. Additionally, 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is harnessed for the 

purpose of dimensionality reduction. Also, the SVM model 

implemented in this study employs a linear kernel and sets the 

regularization parameter (C) to 1.0. Following this, the model 

is trained using the provided training dataset (X_train and 

y_train), yielding predictions on the test dataset that are 

subsequently stored in the predictions variable. In the context 

of classifying different thaats in music, SVM can learn the 

unique patterns and characteristics of each thaat, effectively 

separating them based on the extracted features. SVM's 

robustness and ability to handle high-dimensional data make it 

a valuable choice for this application. However, the choice of 

appropriate features and kernel functions is critical to the 

success of the SVM classifier in this domain. 

3) Hidden Markov Model: Hidden Markov Models 

(HMMs) are deployed in the categorization of thaats within 

the realm of Indian classical music, signifying distinct musical 

scales or modes. In this context, HMM states correspond to 

diverse thaats, while observations emanate from musical pitch 

values, often denoted as discrete symbols or intervals. The 

workflow entails the delineation of states and observations, 

initializing the HMM with probabilities governing state 

transitions and emissions, executing the forward and backward 

algorithms to compute probabilities of observation sequences, 

and employing the Baum-Welch algorithm for parameter 

estimation during model training. To classify a new musical 

composition, the HMM assesses the probability of the 

observation sequence for each thaat, ultimately designating the 

one with the highest probability as the classification result. 

Supplementary post-processing techniques may be enlisted to 

further refine the outcomes. The representation of this process 

in a flowchart involves the illustration of state transitions, the 

application of forward and backward algorithms, and the 

classification stage, which often necessitates the use of 

specialized software tools tailored for HMM modelling as 

shown in Fig. 11. 
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Figure 11.  Flowchart representing different steps involved in Hidden Markov 

Model 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) play a critical role in the 

classification of thaats in the domain of Indian classical music, 

representing distinct musical scales or modes. A foundational 

equation that underpins this classification process is shown in 

(11). 

 𝑃(𝑂|𝛾)  =  ∑ (𝜋𝑖 . 𝑏𝑖(𝑂1). ∏ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 . 𝑏𝑗(𝑂𝑡))𝑇
𝑡=2 )𝑁

𝑖=1  () 

In this equation, 𝑃(𝑂|𝛾)  computes the likelihood of 

observing a sequence of pitch values (O) given the HMM 

model (𝛾), N denotes the number of states in the HMM, each 

corresponding to a specific thaat,  𝜋𝑖 represents the initial state 

probabilities, indicating the likelihood of commencing with 

state i, which corresponds to a particular "thaat", 𝑂𝑡 signifies 

the observations, specifically pitch values, at time t, 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 

reflects the state transition probabilities, encapsulating the 

likelihood of transitioning from state i to state j within the 

musical composition, 𝑏𝑗(𝑂𝑡)  represents the emission 

probabilities, elucidating the probability of observing pitch 

value 𝑂𝑡  when in state i. This equation serves as the 

computational core for assessing the likelihood of different 

thaats based on the observed pitch values. The thaat with the 

highest likelihood is designated as the classification outcome. 

This process is augmented by the application of forward and 

backward algorithms, which facilitate probability calculations, 

and the potential incorporation of post-processing 

methodologies to refine the classification results. Visual 

representations, such as flowcharts, can elucidate state 

transitions and algorithmic steps within the HMM framework, 

often necessitating specialized software tools tailored for 

HMM modelling. 

D. Emotion-Based Classification 

The advanced machine learning models, particularly the 

Recurrent Neural Networks with Long Short-Term Memory 

(RNN-LSTM), are employed to predict emotional responses 

derived from the classification of music based on thaats. 

Utilizing a comprehensive array of audio features, including 

root mean square energy (RMSE), spectral centroid, and Mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), in combination with 

the recognized thaats, the model is trained to establish a 

connection between musical attributes and emotional 

expressions. By identifying subtle tonal fluctuations and 

rhythmic intricacies, the RNN-LSTM model effectively 

discerns the emotional nuances linked with each identified 

thaats category. This intricate process involves a sophisticated 

mapping mechanism that associates the musical components 

with specific emotional states such as happiness, sadness, 

tranquility, and enthusiasm, among others. The integration of 

this predictive framework not only facilitates accurate music 

classification based on thaats but also enables the precise 

anticipation of emotional states. This predictive model 

demonstrates significant potential for various applications, 

including the development of music recommendation systems, 

the creation of mood-based playlists, and the implementation of 

tailored therapeutic strategies aimed at managing emotions and 

promoting well-being. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Before The feature set comprises a total of 28 features, 

encompassing both time-domain and spectral characteristics. 

To achieve audio classification into distinct thaat labels, a deep 

learning model was employed. This model leveraged a diverse 

array of time-domain and spectral features, including chromal 

shift density, spectral centroid, spectral bandwidth, rolloff, 

zero-crossing rate, and MFCC coefficients spanning from 1 to 

20. On a test dataset of audio samples, the model exhibited an 

impressive overall accuracy of 86%, demonstrating robust 

performance across all thaat labels, with accuracy rates ranging 

from 75% to 89%. The architectural configuration of the deep 

learning model featured six layers, commencing with an LSTM 

layer comprising 256 units, followed by five dense layers with 

256, 128, 64, 64, and 10 units, respectively. This architecture 

facilitated the model's ability to capture long-term 

dependencies within the audio data through the LSTM layer 

while extracting higher-level features and accurately predicting 

the thaat label via the subsequent dense layers. The thaats todi 

and purvi have a similar set of features. Due to this and the 

inavaibility of the data of thaat purvi, the precision of thaat 

purvi seems to be less apealing. However, this does not pamper 

the other results in the experiment. These findings are 

represented in Fig. 12 which underscore the efficacy of 

employing a sequential deep learning architecture for precise 

thaat recognition in audio signals. 
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Figure 12.  Representation of evaluation parameters for RNN-LSTM model 

Within the context of the provided SVM classifier, a 

comprehensive analysis of precision, recall, and F1-scores has 

been undertaken for individual classes. Precision, which gauges 

the precision of positive predictions, exhibited variance among 

classes, with the highest values seen in classes 1, 4, 5, and 8, 

denoting the precision of positive predictions, while classes 2 

and 3 displayed relatively diminished precision, indicating a 

heightened occurrence of false positives. Conversely, recall, 

representing the model's capacity to correctly identify real 

positive instances, revealed disparities across classes, with 

classes 0, 4, 5, 6, and 8 demonstrating superior recall values, 

implying effective recognition of true positives, whereas 

classes 2 and 7 displayed diminished recall, signifying the 

model's incapacity to detect a significant number of positive 

instances. The F1-score, serving as a harmonizing metric 

between precision and recall, reflected these patterns, with 

higher F1-scores in classes 0, 1, 4, 5, and 8, highlighting a 

harmonious balance between precision and recall, and lower 

F1-scores in classes 2 and 3, signaling a compromise between 

precision and recall. Additionally, the weighted average F1-

score, offering an encompassing performance measure, stood at 

0.75, indicating a moderate overall model performance, while 

the macro average F1-score, according equal importance to 

each class, was calculated at 0.76. This analysis underscores 

the SVM classifier's diverse efficacy across distinct classes as 

shown in Fig. 13, necessitating potential enhancements, notably 

within classes 2 and 3, to attain enhanced classification 

efficacy. Furthermore, it is essential to recognize that SVM, as 

a traditional machine learning method, excels in structured data 

with explicit features, whereas recurrent neural networks with 

Long Short-Term Memory (RNN-LSTM) models, primarily 

tailored for sequential data, warrant consideration in scenarios 

involving temporal dependencies and expansive datasets, albeit 

with heightened computational demands. The selection 

between SVM and RNN-LSTM hinges on data characteristics 

and task-specific needs, with SVM being suited for feature-rich 

structured datasets and RNN-LSTM catering to sequential data 

replete with temporal associations. 

 

Figure 13.  Representation of evaluation parameters for SVM model 

In the current research, the categorization of music using 

the thaats system, a traditional Indian music classification 

technique, has been effectively carried out employing the 

HMM classifier also. The HMM classifier was advantageous 

due to its ability to model time-based connections, manage 

variable-length sequences, and handle probabilistic data 

representations. In comparison to the SVM and RNN-LSTM 

methods, the HMM approach had limitations in capturing 

complex sequential patterns and identifying intricate 

relationships within the music dataset. Consequently, the 

analysis revealed that the HMM classifier performed less 

effectively than both the RNN-LSTM and SVM techniques for 

this specific task of music taxonomy classification. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Following the in-depth analysis in the study, it becomes 

apparent that the categorization of music according to thaats, 

rather than the traditional raga-centric method, presents a fresh 

and effective way of comprehending the complexities of Indian 

classical music. A diverse range of audio features, including 

measures like amplitude envelope and spectral centroid, have 

facilitated a detailed understanding of thaats, bringing their 

distinct musical qualities to the forefront. The comparison of 

various classification models - RNN-LSTM, SVM, and HMM - 

revealed the superior performance of RNN-LSTM in accurately 

categorizing musical compositions based on their respective 

thaats, achieving an impressive accuracy of 85%. This 

highlights the potential of deep learning methods, particularly 

RNN-LSTM, in capturing the intricate patterns inherent in the 

classification of Indian classical music based on thaats. 

Moreover, the study not only focuses on music classification 

but also introduces a novel element that predicts emotional 

responses linked with the identified thaats. By incorporating 

this feature, the research enables the classification of music into 

different genres based on mood, adding value to the study and 

offering potential pathways for the development of 

personalized music recommendations and mood-based 

playlists. 
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In the future, these findings could lay the groundwork for 

advanced music recommendation algorithms, enriching user 

experiences by providing personalized music recommendations 

based on emotional inclinations. Additionally, the study's 

emphasis on understanding the interplay between thaats and 

emotions opens possibilities for cross-cultural music analysis, 

enhancing the understanding of emotional responses to diverse 

musical compositions across different cultural contexts. 

Furthermore, integrating this research into the realm of music 

therapy shows promise in developing tailored interventions that 

cater to specific emotional needs. This underscores the broader 

implications of the research for psychology, neuroscience, and 

overall well-being. Additionally, the insights gained from this 

research contribute to the preservation and documentation of 

India's rich cultural musical heritage, ensuring its appreciation 

and continuation for future generations.  
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